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1. A relationship is defined between two tables named CustTable and CustGroup. Each record in CustTable references a record in CustGroup. You need to set up delete actions to ensure that records in CustGroup can only be deleted if there are no CustTable records that reference or relate to the record. Which values for the On Delete property for the relation should you specify?

   A. None
   B. Cascade + Restricted
   C. Restricted
   D. Cascade

   Answer: D

2. Which component of Microsoft Dynamics AX enforces user-specific data security on the data store and database?

   A. UI Interaction Layer (WCF)
   B. Data Access Layer (DAL)
   C. OData Endpoint (WCF)
   D. Form Engine

   Answer: B

3. You need to determine the output of the following code: Which X++ code segment should you use to achieve this goal?

   ```
   int i = 10;
   str output = "A";
   switch(i)
   {
   case 10:
       output = "B";
       i = i + 20;
   case 20:
       output = "C";
       i = i + 10;
       break;
   case 30:
       output = "D";
       break;
   }
   info (strfmt("%1", i));
   info (output);
   ```

   What is the output in the Infolog after running the code.

   A. 10 A
   B. 20 C
   C. 30 B
   D. 40 C

   Answer: D

4. You need to create a form with details from the master form style. This form needs to open in view mode with an Edit button so that it is editable. Which property should you set at the form design level to achieve this behavior?

   A. set Form.Design.Mode property to Edit value
B. set Form.Design.ViewEditMode property to 'View' value
C. set Form.Design.ViewEditMode property to 'Edit' value
D. set Form.Design.ViewEditMode property to 'Auto' value

Answer: C

5. You are working with a new programmer and need to explain which types of objects can be a. Which three objects should you discuss? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
A. References Rationale
B. Models Rationale
C. Project Rationale
D. Application Object Tree (AOT)
E. Elements Rationale

Answer: A, D, E

6. You are developing a solution that stores purchase orders in Microsoft Dynamics AX. Each purchase order can contain multiple purchase order lines. A purchase order line can only be part of one purchase order.

You create two tables, named PurchTable and PurchLine, to model the entities. PurchTable will store purchase orders, and PurchLine will store information about the purchase order lines.

Which relation should you specify between the tables?
A. a foreign key relation on PurchLine to PurchTable
B. a field fixed relation
C. a related field fixed relation
D. a foreign key relation on PurchTable to PurchLine

Answer: A

7. You need to present the advantages of label files to your project team.

Which three attributes of label files should you mention? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
A. supports multiple language formats
B. creates reusable content that can be updated centrally
C. serves as a centralized database of all labels
D. restricts labels to a finite list of those available
E. hard codes the string answers within code, without reference

Answer: A, B

8. You need to create a table to serve as a data source for an SSRS report. You estimate that this SSRS report potentially returning over 50,000 rows of data.

Which type of table should you use?
A. an InMemory table
B. a TempDB table
C. an inherited table
D. a regular table

Answer: C
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